YOUR ONE SOLUTION FOR

- Bars & Restaurants
- Broadcast Radio
- Broadcast TV
- Casinos
- Cinemas
- Convention Centers
- Corporate
- Cruise Ships
- eSports
- Government
- Healthcare
- Higher Education
- Hotels
- Houses of Worship
- K-12/Primary Education
- Karaoke
- Live Entertainment
- Museums
- Nightlife
- Performing Arts
- Portable PA Systems
- Recording
- Retail Destinations
- Stadiums & Arenas
- Themed Attractions
- Transportation
THE HARMAN FAMILY

AKG  MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES

AMX  VIDEO SWITCHERS, NETWORKED AV ENCODERS AND DECODERS, COLLABORATION AND CONFERENCING SYSTEMS, DEVICE CONTROL SYSTEMS, AV MANAGEMENT SOFTWARE

Digital Solutions  DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

Crown  POWER AMPLIFIERS

dbx  LOUDSPEAKER MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS, DIGITAL SIGNAL PROCESSORS, AUDIO CONTROL

JBL  LOUDSPEAKERS, PORTABLE PA SYSTEMS, COMMERCIAL AMPLIFIERS, COMMERCIAL MIXERS

Lexicon  AUDIO EFFECTS HARDWARE AND SOFTWARE

Martin  STAGE LIGHTING FIXTURES, LIGHTING CONTROLLERS, ATMOSPHERIC EFFECTS, ARCHITECTURAL LIGHTING FIXTURES, LED VIDEO DISPLAY SYSTEMS

Soundcraft  MIXING CONSOLES, STAGEBOXES, RECORDING INTERFACES, EFFECTS PROCESSORS

Studer  MIXING CONSOLES, ROUTING AND I/O, WORKFLOW & AUDIO SOLUTIONS
TV broadcasts require the ultimate in audio I/O flexibility and automation. With HARMAN’s industry-leading audio technology solutions, broadcast facilities can ensure accurate material translation and audio intelligibility, easily scaling to the needs of each production schedule without sacrificing audio and operational standards.
COMMON HARMAN APPLICATIONS IN BROADCAST TELEVISION SPACES

- Microphones
- Mixing Consoles
- Loudspeaker Monitors and Amplifiers
- Headphones / Headsets
- Routing and I/O
- Workflow and Automation
HARMAN Professional provides solutions that support the wide spectrum of broadcast TV requirements. With everything from microphones to mixing consoles to I/O routing automation to reference monitors, HARMAN has the perfect solution for TV productions of any size.

**AUDIO CONTROL ROOM**

Automated Audibility
Television productions require operators to make a number of changes and adjustments very quickly. With Studer all-in-one consoles and routing automation solutions, TV broadcasts run smoothly and can seamlessly adapt to unexpected changes.

**OUTSIDE BROADCAST TRUCK**

Inform and Adapt
The broadcast world is ever-changing, whether due to a weekly sporting event moving to a new city or due to shifts in the technology landscape itself. HARMAN’s OB truck technologies provide the ultimate in flexibility and future-proofing to ensure the perfect solution for any situation.

**STUDIO**

Legendary Sound
HARMAN products are used on some of the world’s most famous recordings. With a wide range of industry-leading microphones and headphones, HARMAN has the perfect solution for any application.
Wherever you are, you can always contact us. We have dedicated team members ready and knowledgeable around the world who know our products inside-out.

FOR MORE INFORMATION visit pro.harman.com